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ABSTRACT

A transient, one dimensional, finite difference computer code (MELTSPREAD-1) has

been developed to predict spreading behavior of high temperature melts flowing

over concrete and/or steel surfaces submerged in water, or without the effects

of water if the surface is initially dry. This paper provides a summary overview

of (i) models and correlations currently implemented in the code, (ii) code

validation activities completed thus far, (iii) LWR spreading-related safety

issues for which the code has been applied, and (iv) the status of documentation

for the code.

INTRODUCTION

In certain severe accident sequences in light water nuclear reactors, molten core

material (corium) is postulated to relocate Into the lower regions of the reactor

pressure vessel (RPV). The associated thermal loading may eventually lead to

failure of the vessel lower head, causing discharge of melt onto the containment

floor where it spreads laterally under the influence of gravity. From a

coolability standpoint, a knowledge of the spreading behavior is important since

the average melt depth decreases with increasing floor coverage, and therefore

the debris configuration is more amendable to quenching and thermal stabilization

the farther the melt spreads. However, if critical safety system(s) lie in the

pathway of the melt, then excessive spreading is a concern. For example, a

current significant question relates to the potential for corium to spread over

the drywell floor and cause early failure of the Mark I containment shell Q ) .

Several research efforts on corium spreading potential and Mark I shell thermal

attack have been reported in the literature. Predictions of shell meltthrough

were first performed by Greene et. al. (JL) using corium conditions obtained from

CORCON calculations of the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI) following the
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assumed uniform spreading of a large corium mass over the pedestal and drywell

regions. Estimates of corium lateral migration associated with long-term MCC1

were performed by Corradini (2) for the case of gradual corium addition to the

MCCI zone. For this case, lateral relocation of corium occurs as a result of

sidewards and downwards concrete ablation as calculated with a modified version

of the CORCON code. Kazimi (3) estimated the corium spreading potential assuming

that spreading takes place in a semi-circular region and that the heat transfer

coefficient is characteristic of non-spreading, natural convective MCCI's. Henry

(4) conducted simulant experiments in which iron-alumina thermite was injected

into a steel walled linear flow channel containing two rectilinear compartments

and a concrete base to investigate quenching of debris which has spread over

concrete and come to rest against a vertical steel wall. Theofanous et. al. (5.)

conducted simulant spreading experiments using water in a 1/10 linear scale model

of the Mk I containment. Mater heights as a function of time at various

locations in the pedestal and drywell regions were measured. Based on the

results of their scaled experiments, Theofanous et. al. concluded that the flow

characteristics in the drywell are controlled by the driving gravity head across

the pedestal doorway.

The development of a computational capability to provide an analysis framework

for the assessment of spreading potential and structural boundary heatup in

containments was undertaken at Argonne National Laboratory. The initial version

of a transient spreading model was the MELTSPREAD-0 code developed by Sienicki,

et. al. (.6). This code assumed quasi-steady concrete ablation and did not

account for melt freezing, immobilization, and subsequent flow over the

solidified leading edge. MELTSPREAD-0 was applied to analyze the iron-alumina

thermite spreading experiments of Henry, (4) and was also used to perform scoping

calculations of the flow out of the pedestal doorway in the full-scale Mk I

system.

Development of a transient spreading model is continuing in the form of the

MELTSPREAD-1 code (Z, 8). MELTSPREAD-1 contains more detailed models for the

processes treated in MELTSPREAD-0 as well as many new models for phenomena that

were ignored in the earlier code. This paper provides a summary overview of the

developmental status of MELTSPREAD-1, including (i) models currently implemented

in the code, (ii) validation exercises completed thus far, (iii) code



applications, and (iv) code documentation.

SUMMARY MODEL DESCRIPTION

MELTSPREAD-1 has been developed to predict the spreading behavior of high

temperature melts flowing across horizontal surfaces submerged in a depth of

water, or without the effects of water If the surface is initially dry. For the

current applications in nuclear reactor safety, the substrates specifically

treated included steel and concrete, and the high temperature melts encompass a

wide range of compositions of reactor core materials (corium) including distinct

oxide phase (predominantly U02, ZrO2, steel oxides) and metallic phase

(predominantly Zr, steel). The code requires input pertaining to the conditions

of the melt "pour" onto the surface; the code calculates transient hydrodynamics

and heat transfer which determine the spreading and freezing behavior of the melt

including heat transfer to overlying water and to the substrate, heatup/ablation

of the substrate, concrete decomposition, heat transfer enhancement owing to gas

sparging, internal heat generation owing to both decay heat and to chemical

reactions between concrete decomposition products and melt constituents, leading

edge immobilization owing to crust growth or bulk (slurry) freezing, spreading

of melt over previously spread/solidified material, and impingement heat flux

where vertical structures are contacted by the flowing melt. The code is used

to establish conditions at the end of the spreading stage, .including melt

relocation distance, depth profile, substrate and wall ablation. The code output

provides input to other codes such as CORCON (£) for molten core-concrete

interaction (MCCI) or structure response codes to evaluate long term behavior

following the transient spreading stage. Alternatively, MELTSPREAD-1 contains

simplified modules for quasi-steady MCCI and melt coolability calculations that

may be used for long term, quasi-steady solutions.

The relocation model incorporated into MELTSPREAD-1 performs a fluid dynamics

calculation of the gravity driven motions of a molten mass spreading in a one-

dlmensional flow channel of varying cross-sectional area. The fluid velocity Is

assumed to satisfy the equation,

3U + 1 3U
Z _ _ 1 3 [h + J _ 4r (1)

where



r « ̂  pU|U|ffric, (3)

and U - local, h - collapsed melt depth, g - gravitational acceleration, and a

— void fraction. The nonconservative form of the momentum equation is employed

because it reduces to Bernoulli's law in the limit of frictlonless flow. The

friction factor is calculated using the correlation of Colebrook and White (10) .

The hydrostatic pressure gradient is based on the melt height plus the basemat

elevation. The local melt void fraction due to concrete decomposition gases

sparging through the melt is calculated based on the correlation of Kataoka and

Ishii (11.). The elevation gradient is included to account for the presence of

previously solidified debris, in addition to any initial irregularities in the

spreading surface, such as the presence of a sump pit. Spreading is restricted

to occur such that the leading edge melt depth does not fall below the minimum

depth at which surface tension balances gravity.

The collapsed depth, h, in Eq. (1) is written as a sum of the local melt

constituents, h1. MELTSPREAD-1 tracks a total of 16 melt constituents, which

include Zr, Cr, Fe, Ni, B4C, U, B, FeO, Fe203, Fe304, Zr02, Cr203, NiO, U02, B203,

and slag. The metals are treated as a distinct phase from the oxides. The

conservation of mass equation of Che 1th melt constituent is of the form,

• S ̂  ûrfac. || - xj.it ||] * S xintll A£..i. (4)
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1, oxidizable melt constituents,

!-l, oxidized melt constituents, (5)

0, non-oxidizable melt constituents,

and S - spreading perimeter normal to flow, p — melt density, S - crust depth,

i) - substrate ablation depth, and x^.,.., x£,lt, and x^.,Ml denote the weight

fraction of the ith constituent in the basemat, flowing melt, and pouring melt,

respectively. The functions FH20 and F ^ account for incomplete reaction of

the sparing gases as the gas bubbles rise through the melt layer; these functions

are calculated using standard transient diffusion theory models (12) . The terms 7| 0

and 7^0z are well known stoichiometric constants. Depending on the melt-

substrate interfacial boundary condition, the fourth term in Eq. (4) accounts for

mass transfer due to substrate ablation and/or crust formation.

The fifth term in Eq. (4) accounts for local, time-dependent mass addition to the

melt layer due to drainage from the reactor pressure vessel. For BWR's, a

significant amount of below vessel structure exists in the form of control rod

drive and instrument tube housings, in addition to personnel access structure

(e.g., cat walk). Corium draining from a localized breach 'in the reactor

pressure vessel may thus undergo significant splashing as it passes through this

structure, causing the corium to "rain" down on the pedestal floor. To account

for this behavior, MELTSPREAD-1 permits melt addition to the spreading layer over

a distributed area as well as a localized area.

The spreading melt constituents are assumed to be in local thermodynamic

equilibrium at a single, local layer specific enthalpy. The enthalpy is obtained

from the solution of the energy conservation equation,

Sphq
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and e/T - melt enthalpy/temperature, qd.e - decay heat level, q£x - oxidation

energy release for the reaction of ith melt constituent with concrete

decomposition gases, and subscripts top and bot denote conditions at the top and

bottom of the melt layer, respectively.

The local enthalpy in the melt layer is checked Co determine if the enthalpy has

fallen below the solidus value. If so, the melt is immobilized and added to

previously solidified melt, concrete, and steel in the calculation. If the

enthalpy lies between the liquidus and solidus, the melt is modeled as a slurry

with enhanced effective viscosity as given by the correlation of Ishii and Zuber

(11).

At the melt lower surface, a variety of boundary conditions are treated to

encompass a range of melt-substrate interaction conditions. These boundary

conditions include: (1) a growing stable crust upon solid substrate, (2) thin

crust segments upon a solid substrate, (3) substrate ablation with a growing

stable crust, (4) substrate ablation without a crust, (5) substrate melting

without removal of melt beneath a growing crust, and (6) a solid substrate

without crust formation.

A current source of uncertainty is the applicable heat transfer coefficients at

the melt upper and lower surfaces during corium spreading. A the lower surface,

the heat transfer coefficient options include: (1) forced convection, (2) bubble

agitation, or (3) sum of forced convection and bubble agitation models. The

bubble-agitation heat transfer coefficient is calculated using Bradley's model

(14). Forced convection heat transfer is calculated using the Dittus-Bolter

correlation (.15).

At the melt upper surface, MELTSPREAD-1 treats heat transfer to either an

overlying water layer or heat transfer to a dry atmosphere. Additionally,

crusting may be assumed to be absent at the upper surface, or the heat transfer

may be assumed to be limited by thin crust segments which move with the melt

layer. If water is absent, the heat transfer coefficient is calculated assuming

radiation off the top of the melt. If water is present, the heat transfer is

calculated along a full boiling curve. Heat transfer in the nucleate boiling

regime is calculated using Rohsenow's correlation (U5). The critical heat flux



is calculated using Zuber's model (12) with a correction for subcooling due to

Ivey-Morris (18). In the fila boiling regime, the melt-to-water heat transfer

is calculated using the CORQUENCH model (12), which accounts for radiant heat

transfer across the film, noncondensable gases, bulk liquid subcooling, melt-

water interfacial area enhancement due to sparging gas, and melt entrainment into

the overlying water layer. The minimum film boiling temperature is calculated

using Henry's correlation (20). In the transition boiling regime, a linear

variation between the critical heat flux and the minimum film boiling heat flux

is assumed. A local check on the height of the melt layer relative to a user-

specified maximum water height (e.g., downcomer height in Hark I containments)

is performed. If the melt height exceeds the user-specified maximum height,

radiation boundary condition is applied at the melt upper surface.

In the underlying substrate, MELTSPREAD-1 solves a one-dimensional transient heat

conduction equation to obtain the local substrate enthalpy,

'•§1 ~T
Equation (7) is applied to both concrete and steel substrates, as well as

solidified debris. The concrete property routines incorporated into MELTSPREAD-1

implicitly account for the decomposition enthalpies associated with the

generation of water vapor (evaporable H20 and decomposition of Ca(0H)2), and the

generation of carbon dioxide (decomposition of CaCO3 and MgCa(C03)2). The front

location for each of the decomposition processes is obtained by tracking the

decomposition isotherm in the basemat (i.e., a dryout calculation is performed).

This approach is motivated by the requirement of calculating the appropriate

concrete degassing behavior during sequential pours in which previously heated

concrete is reheated by subsequently arriving melt.

If the melt propagates to the containment structural boundary (the user has

complete flexibility on the specification of the location of boundary),

MELTSPREAD-1 invokes a two-dimensional transient heatup calculation. The

boundary material is currently assumed to consist of carbon steel. The governing

equation for the heatup calculation is of the form,

(8)



If the boundary surface temperature lies below the melt freezing temperature,

stable crust growth is calculated. The user currently has the option of

specifying forced convection, bubble recirculation, or a sum of forced convection

and recirculation heat transfer coefficients between the melt and boundary. The

convective heat transfer coefficient is currently modeled using a jet impingement

heat transfer coefficient (21)• The bubble recirculation heat transfer

coefficient is calculated using the correlation of Theofanous et. al. (5).

If water is absent, the heat transfer from the boundary surface above the melt

layer is calculated using a radiation heat transfer coefficient. Heating of the

structure above the melt due to radiation from the melt adjacent to the structure

is currently not modeled. If water is present, the heat transfer is calculated

along a full boiling curve. Heat transfer in the nucleate boiling regime is

again calculated using Rohsenow's equation (U.) with a correction for inclination

according to the correlation of Jung et. al. (22)- The critical heat flux is

assumed to be given by Zuber's model (17)- The minimum film boiling temperature

is calculated using Henry's correlation (2Q)• The film boiling heat transfer

coefficient is calculated using Berenson's model (22.) with a correction for

inclination according to the experimental results of Sauer et. al. (24).

CODE VALIDATION

An important part of MELTSPREAD development has been the comparison of model

predictions with analytical solutions and experiment data. There is currently

a lack of experiment data using prototypic materials in a scaled apparatus.

Thus, validation efforts so far have focused on separate affects and simulant

material experiments.

In order to test the hydrodynamics modeling in MELTSPREAD-1, the code has been

compared to the analytical solution for a one-dimensional "dam break"

problem (2)- Since this problem contains no heat transfer effects, the heat

transfer models in the code were bypassed. Of principal interest is whether

correct spreading depths and velocities are calculated. According to gravity

current theory (2J5), after the "dam" has been removed and short term transient

effects have died away, the advancing front will ob:.ain a depth equal to one half

the initial fluid dept, and (in an Eulerian coordinate system) the advancing and

receding wave fronts will achieve a velocity equal to .i v̂ g~ > where d - the



initial water depth in the channel. For the particular example which was

considered (2.) . the calculated advancing and receding front depths and velocities

agree to within 6% of the analytical solution.

Given that MELTSPREAD-1 predicts spreading depths and front velocities for the

dam break problem to within suitable tolerances, the model was applied (7) to

predict the relocation behavior of water simulant in the more complex, scaled

Mark I geometry employed by Theofanous et. al., (5). The apparatus was an

approximate 1/10 linear scale model of the Peach Bottom pedestal and drywell.

In this experiment, transient depth profiles were measured at five locations

ranging from inside the pedestal to outside the pedestal in the drywell annulus

180° from the pedestal doorway. Transient height profiles for two runs were

reported (5_). Run No. 1 was a 1/10 scale simulation of 10 m3 pour volume at a

pour rate of 6.5 m3/niin. The corresponding pour rate in the scaled experiment

was 19.5 liters/min. Run No. 2 considered the same pour volume at reactor scale,

but the pour rate was reduced to 3.25 m3/min. The corresponding pour rate in the

scaled experiment was 9.75 liters/min. Calculations were performed for both of

the reported tests. Comparison of model predictions (1) with the simulant data

indicates that the model reasonably predicts the arrival times and transient

depths within the pedestal and annular regions in the absence of freezing

phenomena.

The CORQUENCH melt/water film boiling heat transfer module (19) embodied in

MELTSPREAD has been compared with the experiment data obtained by Greene et. al.,

(26) using molten lead/saturated Freon 11 simulants. The model shows favorable

agreement with this limited set of experiment data. Modeling enhancements to the

CORQUENCH model have been made to extend the capability of this routine to treat

both bulk cooldown and crust-limited heat transfer regimes (22, £8). These

modeling enhancements will eventually be embodied in the MELTSPREAD-1 CORQUENCH

module to improve the code's ability to treat long term, quasi-steady melt/water

heat transfer behavior.

In terms of simulant spreading experiments involving freezing behavior,

MELTSPREAD-0 was applied to analyze the iron-alumina thermite spreading

experiments of Henry (4). In these experiments, the thermite injection time was

short in comparison to the time for the melt to spread the length of the channel



(6.). Therefore, in the analysis it was assumed that the thermite was

instantaneously deposited in the injection compartment and, thereafter, relocated

in a 1-D spreading trough under the influence of gravity. Model predictions

indicated that the thermite would spread the full length of the channel without

freezing at the leading edge, which is in agreement with the experiment

observations. Since the ultimate spreading penetration in those experiments was

predicted to be limited by the short length of the test section channel, the

results of that comparison are also valid for MELTSPREAD-1 which would provide

similar predictions.

While models in MELTSFREAD have been tested against available data, the

validation data base is meager. The SMELTR program of reactor material, integral

effects tests is under development for this purpose (2j?). MELTSFREAD is being

used to support the development of the SMELTR program insofar as evaluating

experiment approaches to resolve key modeling uncertainties and plan an optimum

test matrix.

CODE APPLICATIONS

The principal application that prompted development of MELTSPREAD was assessment

of Mark I containment vulnerability in the event of a core melt accident.

MELTSPREAD was specifically developed to address the accumulation of corium on

the pedestal floor (from postulated core melt accident resulting in melt

penetration of the vessel lower head). The accumulating corium spreads across

the pedestal and drywell concrete floors to contact the steel liner of the

containment shell where heating of the liner raises the question of its long term

integrity.

j

Scoping calculations of the spreading behavior in the Mark I containment have

also been carried out with MELTSPREAD-1 (T) • The pour conditions in these

calculations were based on the considerations of Theofanous et. al. (.5) for a

station blackout sequence1. The results indicate that with water present in the

drywell, significant freezing of corium will occur between the pedestal doorway

xPour volume of 10 m3 discharged at a constant flowrate of 3.25 m3/mln. The
first calculation assumed 30% oxidation of the zirconium inventory (corresponding
composition: 81 wt% U02, 8 wt% ZrO2, 11 wt% Zr); solidus/liquidus temperatures
were estimated as 2170/2670 K, respectively (2)- The second calculation assumed
100% oxidation of the Zr inventory; solidus/liquidus temperatures were estimated
as 2910/2980 K, respectively (2). A 37 K melt superheat with respect to the
liquidus was assumed for both calculations.



and the shell. Based on the conservative assumption that the corium is

immobilized when the temperature reaches the solidus, the melt reaches the shell

in the form of a slurry at 62 seconds past the start of the pour when the

freezing temperature range for a U02-Zr02-Zr corium mixture is assumed. For a

U02-Zr02 system, the corium reaches the shell as a slurry at 140 seconds.

In addition to these initial scoping calculations (1) , MELTSPREAD-1 has been used

to perform an extensive examination of spreading behavior in the Mark 1

containment. MELTSPREAD-1 has also been used to calculate transient spreading

depth and basemat ablation profiles in U.S. advanced light water reactor cavity

designs (both ALWR and SBWR).

CODE DOCUMENTATION

In addition to open literature publications describing MELTSPREAD model

development and code applications (J5, 2). a Code Manual has been prepared (j?).

The manual provides (i) descriptions of the models and correlations implemented

in the code, (ii) descriptions of the implicit, finite difference numerical

scheme, and (iii) a users guide for setting up input decks for the code. The

manual has been peer reviewed and is in the final stages of the revision process.

Verification and validation documentation will be provided in the future.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A transient, one-dimensional, finite difference computer code (MELTSPREAD-1) has

been developed to predict the spreading behavior of high temperature melts

flowing across horizontal surfaces submerged in water, or without the effects of

water if the surface-is initially dry. This paper has provided: (i) a summary

overview of the models and correlations currently implemented in the code, (ii)

a status report on the code validation activities that have been completed thus

far, (iii) a summary of current LWR spreading-related safety issues for which the

code has been applied, and (iv) a description of the status of documentation for

the code.
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